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Astrophysics Competition 
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Important: Read all the information on this page carefully! 

General information 

We recommend to print out this problem sheet. Use another paper to draft the solutions to the 

problems and write your final solution (with steps) on the provided space below the problems. 

You may use extra paper if necessary, however, the space under the problems is usually enough. 

Typing the solution on a computer is allowed but not recommended (no extra points). 

.The 10 problems are separated into three categories: 4x basic problems (A; four points), 4x advanced 

problems (B; six points), 2x research problems (C; ten points). The research problems require you 
to read a short scientific article each to answer the questions, There is a link to the PDF article. 

You receive points for the corect solution and for the performed steps. Example: You will not get

all points for a correct value if the calculations are missing. 

Make sure to clearly mark your final solution values (e.g. underlining, red color, box). 

You can reach up to 60 points in total. You qualify for the final round if you reach at least 25 points 

(junior, under 18 years) or 35 points (youth, over 18 years). 

Itis notallowed to work in groups on the problems. Help from teachers, friends, family, or the inter- 

net is prohibited. Cheating will result in disqualification! (Textbooks and calculators are allowed.) 

Uploading Your Solution

Please upload a file/pictures of (this sheet with) your written solutions: https://iaac.space/login 

Only upload one single PDF file! If you have multiple pictures, please compress them into one 
single file. Do not upload your pictures in a different format (e-g, no Word and Zip files). 

. The deadline for uploading your solution is Sunday 6. June 2021, 23:59 UTC+0. 
The results of the pre-final round will be announced on Monday 14. June 2021. 

Good luck! 
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Problem A.1: Equatorial Coordinate System (4 Points) 

Astronomers need to identifty the position of objects in the sky with very high precision. For that, 
it is essential to have coordinate systems that specify the position of an object at a given time. 

One of them is the equatorial coordinote system that is widely used in astronomy. 

(a) Explain how the equatorial coordinate system works. 

(b) What is the meaning of J2000 that often occurs together with equatorial coordinates? 

The object NGC 4440 is a galaxy located in the Virgo Cluster at the following equatorial coordi- 

nates (J2000): 12h 27m 53.6* (right ascension), 12° 17' 36" (declination). The Calar Alto Observatory 
is located in Spain at the geographical coordinates 37.23°N and 2.55°W. 

(c) Is the NGC 4440 galaxy observable from the Calar Alto Observatory? 

(o) Horling of he equatorial to-ovdinate system 
) I Consistr of the lines of vight asceion ) and 

C). T it 4he projechion of the laHtuder_ond ongitudes 
Riahf ascension is measured in Gh-m-s) and declinah- 

on in degvees 

G) Sis the angula distante of an objecd per pendiculay to the 

celes hal equaoy and is +he ongulay distonce of an 

objech east words along the celeshal equator hom the 

veTnal equwrox 
6)J200o fs the referen ce epooch for the equabvial Co-ordinate 

As the co-oTdinate system u Hed o ovientaton of the earth 

it changes over a period ot 26,000 yeoYs due tb precession of 

eovth'sais I+ i based on the Julian years ond J20oo 

means 12 noon of January 1, 2000, Taestnal hue. 
Determining the max. heigh of NGt 4440 when observed brona 

Caloy Al obseruatnrs 

decdinahon 
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- 476 0 

As heiqht is greater than 0, NGC 4440 is obsevvable hom Alto 



Problem A.2: Resolution of Telescopes (4 Points) 

Telescopes are an essential tool for astronomers to study the universe. You plan to build your 

own telescope that can resolve the Great Red Spot on the surface of Jupiter at a wavelength of 

600 nm. The farthest distance between the Earth and Jupiter is 968 x 10 km and the Great Red 

Spot has currently a diameter of 16,500 km. 

(a) Use the Rayleigh criterion to determine the diameter of the lens' aperture of your telescope 

that is needed to resolve the Great Red Spot on Jupiter. 

Impacts have formed many craters on the Moon's surface. You would like to study some of the 

craters with your new telescope. The distance between Moon and Earth is 384,400 km. 

(6) What is the smallest possible size of the craters that your telescope can resolve? 

GRven diameter of spot = 16,500 km 
distante between Eavth and Tupiter = 968 x 16°km 

Determining the angular si2e of the Spot 
16 Soo 
968 x 10 

1-70 x 10Yad. 

Using the Rayleigh riterion 
= I-22' 

22 

we have = 600nm= 6x 10 m 

D 22x6x io 64 m 
S -7x IO 

The The diamete of the lens i 0 04m
(6) Let , devater be the dia meten of (ratev on mo 

Mbe the distante betw een moon eavth. 

By equali ky & anakbg y fhoM Rayleigh vitenion 
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M 

deraier = 1:7x1ox 3844Oo = 653 km 

The +eles to pe con vesolve the Smallett (ratev 
diameter of 653 km 

Lwith 



Problem A.3: Total Solar Eclipse (4 Points) 

Atotal solar elipse occurs when the Moon moves between the Earth and the Sun and completely 
blocks out the Sun. This phenomenon is very spectacular and attracts people from all cultures. 

However, total solar eclipses can also take place on other planets of the Solar System. 

Determine for each of the following moons if they can create a total solar eclipse on their planet. 

Moon Radius| Distance to Planet Planet Distance to the Sun 

Phobos 1 km 9376 km Mars 228 x 10 km 

Callisto 2410 km 1.883x 10 km 

|Titan 
Oberon 761 km 0.584 x 10 km Uranus 2875 x 10 km 

Jupiter T79 x 10° km 

2574 km 1.222 x 10 km Saturn 1433x 106 km 

Note: The radius of the Sun is 696 x 10 km. 

Dfaqramatic yepresentahon of a toal Solor edipse. 

696x 
10 km MOCN 

PLANET 

S 

Let, m be the angle subtended by the planet' moon 
s be the an le subtended by the sun on thbe 

plan et 
For total Solar edips� to ocu, Bm. Should be qreater 

+han Bsfd hat planet 

the 

Using the TelatHon = Arc length Cs) 
Tadiu C+) 

Due to large distan ces and small angles, the diameeys of 
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Given radius of sun .696 x.o° km 
ciameBeY S 1392 x io3 km 

Fo Mar wW 

em due to Phobos s 
Om = x2) km 

(9376) km 
9s Swn= 1392 x 10 

228 x 1 
6105x to Tad 2.34 6x 1o 

3 Ygd 

Phobos 
m 9s for Callist and Mars, total Solay eclipse 

Cannot take place 

or Jupiter 
m due to (allish 

2410 x 2 
9s 

3 9s = 1392 x lo 
779 x 16 883 x 10 

2659 x10 ad 
em , total solar eclipse takes place on Jupiter 
due to Callisto 

Fo Satuo 3- 
9m due to Tttan 

-3 786x 10 Tad 

s 
3 

2574 x o 9s 1392x 10 s 
1-222 x 10 433 x 1o 

4-212 x 10 Tad 

m m s, tol sola _eclipse daker place. on Saturn 
0-97 x I0*rad. 

For OAUL3- 
m due to Oberon 

m 76lx 2 = 2606xIo 
0.584x 10 6 

-3 
9s13 92x10 0.484x 

3 Ya d 2875x 10 
6 

Tad 



mes , Obevon casBs a total solav edipte on Uranur 



Problem A.4: Special Relativity- PartI (4 Points) 
Special relatity has become a fundamental theory in the 20th century and is crucial for ex 

plaining many astrophysical phenomena. A central aspect of special relativity is the transfor 
mation from one reference frame to another. The following Lorentz transformation matrix gives 

the transformation from a frame at rest to a moving frame with velocity v along the z-axis: 

Y0 0 B 

0 1 0 0 

001 0 
YB 0 0 

where= v/c with c being the speed of light in a vacuum, and y is the Lorentz factor: 

(a) Staté and explain the two traditional postulates from which special relativity originates. 
(b) Draw a plot of the Lorentz factor for 0B0.9 to see how its value changes. 

One of the many exciting phenomena of special relativity is time dilation. Imagine astronauts 

in a spaceship that is passing by the Earth with a high velocity. 

(c) Are clocks ticking slower for the people on Earth or for the astronauts on the spaceship? 

(d) How fast must the spaceship travel such that the clocks go twice as slow? 

(a) Postulates of special velatfivity 
i. Laws of Physics have +he same brm in all inekal frames 

moving with a tonstant velouty wth Tespect to one 

gno+het 

The speed of Ight is same in all inerhal rames i 
iis independent of the speed of the rame or of 

Source of of obseT ver 

(6) For plotHing B vs. CLoventz factoT) 

P 0o.3 o.6o.9 
00 04 1252.2 

Calulatinq the 
Co-oTdinates usinq 

+he above 5/14 
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Ploting BvS YY sing the co-ordinater obtained- Ploting 

4 50 

4-00 

3-50 

3 O0 

. 2.50t 
2-00 

So 

1.00 
0 50 

O 
O1 O2 0:3 o4 o 5 o-6 0 7 o8 o.9 1 

Cc). The clock is fcking slower foy the astronau on 

the Spa ceship becaure he fasey an objechmoves 

+hro ugh 4he th1ee dimensions of space , 
the slower 

+qeBs in he fouyth i-e 

+he 

time, at least relahve 
td anothey object 

QS Slo ). For the docks to go twfce as 

At -YAt Usinq tovollaTy 
In this case 9 

At = 2 At' 

2 

Fo 2, we get B = O-866 



.Substtuting p in the YelaHon 3 

C 

0 866 V 
3x 1o mls 

v = 0:866x3 x 1o.mls 
V 2 5 98 x1oms 

The must trauel at a speed of SpaceshiP 
2.598-t4-x 10* mls or he do ck to g 
wice os slow 

o 



Problem B.1: Space Cannon (6 Points) 

Scientists are developing a new space cannon to shoot objects from the suface of the Earth di- 
rectly into a low orbit around the Earth. For testing purposes, a projectile is fired with an initial 

velocity of 2.8 km/s vertically into the sky. 

Calculate the height that the projectile reaches, .. 

(a) assuming a constant gravitational deceleration of 9.81 m/s? 
(b) considering the change of the gravitational force with height. 

Note: Neglect the air resistance for this problem. Use 6.67 x10-1 m'kgls-2 for the gravitational 
constant, 6371 km for the Earth's radius, and 5.97 x 102 kg for the Earth's mass. 

(a) Osinq the nelaion maz height = usine 

29 
Heve, B90, = 981 m! and u 2-8 kmls = 2800 mls 

h h 2800x in 90) = 3.996 x 1o5 m 
2x 9 81 

A a Constant grauitahonal decelavahion , the projechle reaches 

3.996x lo5m ver hal height 
Let Let Ki, Ui be inihal kinehie & poten tial energy. a nd 

, Uf be the fino enevgies at herqht h. 
.Applyinq low of ton sevva tion of energy 

ki i=kf UF 
-G Mm mu 0+ GMm 

R Rh 
o o h = R 

2 GM v 
R 

Substituhing valuet in above equahion 

www.aec.space h (280oo)2 x (6371 x1o3)metevs 
2 2 x(6 67x io)»CS-97 xto24) 280 o 
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h 263 x 10 M 

Considering the change of qrovitaion al forte with heiqht,. 

the projechle yeacheta height of 4-263 x 10 m 



Problem B.2: Shock Wave (6 Points) 

This year's qualification round featured a spaceship escaping from a shock wave (Problem B). 

The crew survived and wants to study the shock wave in more detàil. It can be assumed that 
the shock wave travels through a stationary flow of an ideal polytropic gas which is adiabatic on 

both sides of the shock. Properties in front and behind a shock are related through the three 

Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions (mass, momentum, energy conservation): 

Pvf +pi= pavs + Pa +h+h P1v=Pat2 

where p, , p, and h are the density, shock velocity, pressure, and specific enthalpy in front (1) 

and behind () the shock respectively. 

Shock front 

V2, P2 P2, h2 V1,P1,P1,h1 

(a) Explain briefly the following terms used in the text above: 

() stationary flow 

(i) polytropic gas 
(Gii) specific enthalpy 

(b) Show with the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions that the change in specific enthalpy is given by: 

The general form of Bernoulli's law is fulfilled on both sides of the shock separately: 

++h =b 

where is the gravitational potential and ba constant. 

(c) Assuming that the gravitational potential is the same on both sides, determine how the con- 

stant b changes at the shock front. 

(d) Explain whether Bernoulli's law can be applied across shock fronts. 
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(extra page for problem B.2: Shock Wave) 

(a) ) Stahionory flow I the velo city field is unchanginq in ime 
d o we call he flow a Jtahonary flow ie. at 

G folytopie qas The gar obeying the relakon pv = C 

where n is polyvopic inde and C ir tonsont I4 has prop-
-eties in tetmediate between isothermal and adiabahc 

n) Speci Hic enthalpy-It is a sobstonce's enthalpy pes Uni 

by mass T equals to the total enthalpy (H) di vided by +he the 

ta mas1s (m) h = hIm. 
(6) By Condition of Con servation of mass 

U M 
P 

eliminatn ombining (onsevuation of mass and monMenhunu and eliminai nq 

,v P-P - m* 
YP-VP 

Vsin condition of conseyvation of enorgy 

h 
2 2 

h h Cu,-va) 

h Cut- v.') 

SubsHtutng v, and v in above equation 
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Subsituting m in the above equahon , 
we 

9et 

P- P (Ve 1/PAh 2/p, /P 

Osinq (a-b ) = (a-b) Ca+ b) 

Ah Pa- P 

ah =CA-P. P 

hence proved 

The Con8tant b decxeases at the sho ck front as 

+he gas density incveaser and b is invevsely prDport 

-iona to gar densiky . 

d) The incompTesfble bim of Bernoulli's equaion Cannot 
be used fby shock wavet as the total pvessuve thanqes 
acroSsthe shoclk front 
Howeve the Compressible fbvm arn be used 



Problem B.3: Interplanetary Journey (6 Points) 

A space probe is about to launch with the objective to explore the planets Mars and Jupiter. To 

use the lowest amount of energy, the rocket starts from the Earth's orbit (A) and flies in an ellip- 
tical orbit to Mars (B), such that the ellipse has its perihelion at Earth's orbit and its aphelion at 

Mars' orbit. The space probe explores Mars for some time until Mars has completed 1/4 of its orbit 

(C).After that, the space probe uses the same ellipse to get fróm Mars (C) to Jupiter (D).There the 

mission is completed, and the space probe will stay around Jupiter. 

The drawing below shows the trajectory of the space probe (not drawn to scale): 

-

D 
Sun 

Earth 

Mars 

Jupiter 
B 

. 

Below you find the obrital period and the semi-major axis of the three planets: 

Oorbital period Semi-major axis 
365 days 1.00 AU Earth 

687 days 1.52 AU Mars 

Jupiter 4333 days 5.20 AU 

How many years after its launch from the Earth (A) will the space probe arrive at Jupiter (D)? 

Drui ding the entfre jounney in 3 paTts with times 

3 
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(extra page for problem B.3: Interplanetary Journey) 

1pavt- Trajectory from forth (A) b Movs C 

majoY azis =Qe m :00 1:52 = 26 A 

2 2 

Fom the Hhajechvy it on be infeved that the tinwe of Hight 
half of the elliphtal obit period 

Using Kepley' 3 law t, LP, L(o) = 26). 
3/2 sl2 

2 
2 

, 0 707 yeaS 
2 part '/4" obit of Mavs Chrom 8 to c 

From given data, tha pmbe /y 
y (a 

Mavion yeaY 
3l2 C1-52) 0-4 68 yan7 

4 68 years 
Td 3 part Traechoy fFroy Mars Cc) t upiker C o) 

majoy onis = aj1 aM = 3 36 Au 
2 

Similar to par 
t P 

3lL 
a 

312 (330 
2 2 

t3 3.079 ycats 
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4-254 years 



Problem B.4: Special Relativity Part II (6 Points) 
Space and time are interconnected according to special relativity. Because of that, coordinates 

have four components (three position coordinates a, J, z, one time coordinate t) and can be ex 
pressed as a vector with four rows as such: 

ct 

The spaceship from problem A.4 (Special Relativity- Part ) travels away from the Earth into the 

deep space outside of our Milky Way. The Milky Way has a very circular shape and can be ex 
pressed as all vectors of the following form (forall 0S p< 2r): 

ct 

0 

sin 

cos p 

(a) How does the shape of the Milky Way look like for the astronauts in the fast-moving space- 

ship? To answer this question, apply the Lorentz transformation matrix (see A.4) on the circular 

shape to get the vectors (t', r,U, #) ofthe shape from the perspective of the moving spaceship. 

(b) Draw the shape of the Milky Way for a spaceship with a velocity of 209%6, 50%, and 90% of the 

speed of light in the figure below (Note: The ring shape for a resting spaceship is already drawn.)

1.08 

0.75 

.58 

0.25 

8.25 

.75 

-1.88 

-1.5 -1.0 0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 
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(extra page for problem B.4: Special Relativity- Part 1) 
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Problem C.1: Earliest Galaxy Group (10 Points) 
This problem requires you to read the following recently published scientific article:

Onset of Cosmic Reionization: Evidence of an lonized Bubble Merely 680 Myr after the Big Bang. 

. Tilvi et al 2020 ApJL 891 L10. Link: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/ab75ec 

Answer the following questions related to this article: 

(a) What is the so called cosmic reionization process? 

he process in whfch intense UV Yaciahons roM a galaxy_or 
goup o qalaxies ionizer theiy lotal JurroUndinqand biMs 

Yonied bubbler whi th, latey 9vow Gl Hhe entve Ta M 
(6) What are Lya lines and why did thetesearches want to observe them? 

Ly Ines ave spechral lines of Hydroqen, toTTes pondingq to the Uv 
egion Reseavchers want tp obsevve them for Studyirg, the neionization 
prdcess Cinvolving UU rays) o 9alaies in heir Ted shtEt 

The authons intednd to point out that these galaxies are stronqly 
(c) What do the authors intend to point out with Figure 1 (see article)? 

veionized and are the faythes galaier ytttu died, i 
he Ted shift 

In the Rqure shoun, the peaks belonq to Ly emissio ns 

ashe wv�lengths toYves pond to+he Lyx derie and ako 
fall in the Uwavelength band. 

(d) How is confirmed that the peaks seen in Figure 3 are actually from Lya emissions? 

the 

(e) How are the bubble sizès of thé galaxies estimated? 

Ihe bubble sizes ave pToportional to the no of ionizing photon 
The model of eshimahion of dizes involues Use of Star formation 
history and the Ly lumiosity i-e. brighter gala aies have, bigger 

()What is special about the findings in the article and what are the scientific implications?b8les 

The findings led to the, discovey of the most distant 
9aloxy gDus which had bYMed not much 
8iq ong. The qroup husa very high Ted shift 

atey 4han the 
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Problem C.2: Massive Protostar Jet (10 Points) 

This problem requires you to read the following recently published scientific article: 

Measuring the ionisation fraction in ajet from a massive protostar 
Fedriani, R., Caratti o Garati, A., Purser, S.J.D. et al. Nat Commun 10, 3630 (2019). 

Link: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-11595-x.pdf 

Answer the following questions related to this article: 

(a) Why are massive stars important for the development of the universe? 
Massive Sta1S Synthesîze many Chemical elemen, ionize and enrich 
he Suroundlinq. Ond rigger the mehanim_ofStav brMation 

io SoMe Caes 

The ionised prt ofjets Conbe obsenued sing nea- inka-ved 
(b) How can the ionised part of jets be observed? 

CNIR) inBer lero metiy 

(c) What kind of region is G35.2N? Describe how it is structured. 

is a high-mass stor- foTming reqion,the.main tite fov B-type bYMakon 
has 2 bres:A and B, both having discs. Cove B_is o binavy dystem 
ot 2 8-type po tostavs . Pet pendiuoy to the dise a 1adiojeB ir detected.. 

(d) What is the ionisation fraction x: and how do the authors calculate its value? 

I4 is he raig of total nUMber desity ¢ number deiYKe eln p it derdved fronM P0perhes of[k LJ emission line a 694 yM. 
ne can be derived froM the ratio of fe I ] lines T froM 
PTOper ies of Taduo emissions. 

(e) How is the mass-loss rate being determined for knots K3 and K4? Why not for K1 and K2? 

oy k3 K4, the masc-losr Take is detexmined using h eiv Nas 
velotiy& lenqth, and [fe I] emission line at :64 uM Fov KL 
it is not possibl� becaute oo veloity indrmahon is available and fov 2 
the eleiWRs theE onisaton fadh so 3au toG3s.2Ned. 

The e is small becaute the hiqh Tate of 9CCYening central engine 

has vesulted in SetHinq of duat on duisc sturface ov+he ta? 
is shlswollen and cold foY toniaiq td a q reat ey extent 
has 
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